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church and state in east germany - biblicalstudies - church and state in east germany 9i successes at
the i976 olympic games have helped create greater pride in the gdr.12 the support of the church and
christians generally has been sought' to help foster a new collective c'onsciousness. the welfare state in
postwar germany – institutions ... - thirds of the (east german) regional gross domestic product. without
this effort, mainly flowing from annual transfers of some 150 billion dm from the west to the east, the
enormous problems of mass unemployment and social upheaval could not have been handled in a politically
safe manner. • the socialist ‘welfare state’ – the gdr (1949 ... download the east german leadership and
the division of ... - 2041028 the east german leadership and the division of germany patriotism and
propaganda 1945 1953 washington, d.c., in 1932 to demand the immediate payment of a bonus they had been
“who has the youth, has the future”: youth and the state ... - the east german state began a concerted
effort to instil its brand of german socialism into the hearts and minds of citizens previously under national
socialist domination. the most targeted demographic of the east german population was its youth, as the older
german generations were considered lost to the taint of nazism. an evaluation of public employment
programmes in the east ... - the labour force of the german democratic republic (gdr) amounted to 9.7
million in 1989. in 1992, only 5.6 million people were regularly employed in east germany, a drop of 40%.3
after 1992, the number of employed persons increased but remained below 6 million. in 1991 and 1992, the
majority of people leaving regular employment went into some ... annex to section 42 of the foregoing
boundary regulations - 11°10.9' east 13. to the state boundary between the german democratic republic
and the federal republic of germany 53°57.4' 10°54.4' north east the decree lines have been plotted on the
attached us nautical chart. analysis the east german straight baselines constitute a relatively conservative
system. basically, the lives of others east germany revisited - obscures as much as illuminates east
german history. the ghi’s bernd schaefer brought together a diverse panel, com-posed equally of german and
american scholars, to discuss the film, its interpretation, and its public impact. jens gieske is an expert on the
structures and personnel of the ministry for state security and author of women’s role in the german
democratic republic and the ... - women’s role in the german democratic republic and the state’s policy
toward women by susanne kranz1 abstract according to the theories of marx, engels, bebel, and the political
leaders of the gdr, the emancipation of women would be accomplished when the emancipation of the working
class was realized. the german border guard cases and international human rights - order of a state. 2
the border guard cases in the border guard cases, east german soldiers who had killed fugitives or other
trespassers on the gdr or east berlin border were tried on charges of homicide. those found guilty were
sentenced to prison terms.5 government officials, such as members the german economy and u.s.-german
economic relations - 2 between 1949 and 1990, two german states, the western-oriented federal republic of
germany, or west germany, and the communist german democratic republic, or east germany, existed side-byside. the east german regime collapsed between 1989 and 1990 and east germany ceased to exist after
german reunification on october 3, 1990. germany's lingering identity crisis - cultural diplomacy challenges stemming from the east-west division. the german-german relationship following the fall of the
wall, the majority of the population in both east and west germany were in favor of reunification. high-profile
politicians from the federal republic of germany (frg), however, would make negative or review essays the
stasi - university of warwick - the east german ministry of state security (mf s), popularly known as the
stasi, has long had a reputation as one of the world’s most ruthless, efficient, and omnipotent secret police.
the mf s went to extraordinary lengths to protect the regime of the east german communist party, the socialist
unity party (sed). it the wall remained… - national archives - noteworthy that, although west german
rights to visit east germany were guaranteed by treaty, no east german ever had the right—and few the
opportunity—to visit west germany.6 and the wall remained. running like an open wound through the center of
the city, it was a center of political activity. german unification and the european community - german
unification and the european community plication of the treaties subject to completion by all member states of
national rat-ification procedures. this operation, naturally long in any case, could be lengthened still further by
an adverse stance by a state or a national parliament, not because it
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